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1

BATSTORM – A European R&D strategy for battery based energy storage

The BATSTORM project will support the European Commission and the ETIP team in their progress to
identify and support RTD&D needs and market uptake of battery based energy storage as one lowcarbon technology of the future energy system. This objective shall be met in line with the aims to
increase active consumer participation in the energy system and to improve industrial capacity in
Europe. To meet this objective, the knowledge on battery based storages must be fostered and
exchanged between stakeholders and research in the field as well as demonstration projects need to
be collected and efficiently supported. This includes in particular:
-

Strategy development

-

Knowledge sharing

-

Support of the policy design process

-

Industrial capacity increase and cost reductions of batteries

-

Connect and involve (especially via http://www.batstorm-project.eu)

This report provides an overview of the main discussion elements and outcomes of the workshop held
on 20-9-2016.
The workshop is part of a larger process of stakeholder interaction in which we collect input for the
development of a 10 year R&I roadmap on battery storage. Besides directly contacting the
consortium, stakeholders can provide input through the survey (on our website) and attend a
following workshop (probably scheduled November 2016).
Slides of the meeting are in Annex 1 of this report. In the following sections a brief summary and
main outcomes are reported.
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Objectives, agenda and participants of the meeting

The first BATSTORM roadmap workshop was held on September 20 2016 in Brussels with the purpose
to:


Present outcomes of socio-economic analysis including projections for future deployment
of battery based energy storage in Europe and to invite feedback.



Collect input for the second main project deliverable:
10 year research and innovation roadmap through an interactive session.



To continue a process of periodic interaction with a committed panel of experts
with the aim to collect constructive feedback on the project team’s analysis,
leading to validated project deliverables.

The meeting was attended by 24 representatives of stakeholder groups, the European Commission
and the project consortium (see Table 1). Following agenda was pursued:


Introduction by Henrik Dam (European commission, DG Energy)



Project overview and objective workshop by Frank Wiersma (Ecofys)



Projections of future deployment of battery storage by Kris Kessels (VITO)



Interactive session on the 10 year research and innovation roadmap



Recap by Frank Wiersma (Ecofys)

Table 1: List of participants

Name

Organisation

Name

Organisaion

Erwin Marckx

Eurobat

Henrik Dam

European Commission

Brittney Becker

EASE

Frank Wiersma

Ecofys

Jan Pedersen

GEODE

Michele Koper

Ecofys

Solar power europe

Benjamin Munzel

Ecofys

Dudley Stewart

MEGA micro

Charlotte Hussy

Ecofys

Michael Krausa

KLiB

Kris Kessels

VITO

Stefan Louis

Leclanché SA

Jeroen Büscher

VITO

David Merchin

Umicore

Andreas Ligtvoet

Technopolis

Jean-Marie Bodet

SAFT

Asel Doranova

Technopolis

Frédéric Ridou

Redflow

Michael Deutmeyer

EAS

Jan-Hendrik Ernst

Maxwell Technologies

Ioannis-Thomas
Theologitis

Alezeia Gonzalez
Garcia

gasNatural fenosa

Fons Jansen

Enexis

Martin Queen

Ofgem
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Figure 1: Introduction by Henrik Dam (European Commission)

Figure 2: Project overview by Frank Wiersma (Ecofys)
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Socio-economic analysis and projections on future deployment of batteries

Kris Kessels (VITO) presented some major results of the socio-economic analysis that has been
carried out by the BATSTORM project team. The stakeholders were asked to provide feedback to the
projected installed capacity of battery-based energy storage in 2020 and 2030 (see Table 2).
Stakeholders especially discussed the projections’ starting points. Battery energy storage projects
that are already known today to be implemented or capacities that have already been tendered can
already be taken into account.
Any other feedback or suggestions for the improvement of the projections can be sent to the project
team. The socio-economic analysis is now available on the project website (www.batstormproject.eu/downloads).
Table 2: Projection of battery deployment

Applications

Installed in 2016

Projected for 2020

Projected for 2025

Self-consumption

150 MW

900 MW

4,000 MW

Energy cost management

35 MW

100 MW

200 MW

Backup power

5,000 MW

5,000 MW

5,500 MW

Voltage Support

15 MW

Min 15 MW

Min 15 MW

EFR

0 MW

20-115 MW

25-500 MW

300-1,500 MW

300-1,500 MW

900-2,000 MW

1,000-2,000 MW

mFRR

0 MW

0 MW

RR

0 MW

0 MW

FCR
aFRR
90 MW

Black start capability

2 MW

Min 2 MW

Min 2 MW

Island Operation Capability

10 MW

60 MW

100 MW

Grid congestion relief

15 MW
30 MW

400 MW

Grid upgrade deferral

10 MW

Substation on-site power

0.5 MW

2.5 MW

4 MW

10 MW

15 MW

20 MW

Energy revenues optimisation
VRES integration
SUM
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Interactive session on 10 year roadmap

During previous stakeholder interaction (workshops, survey, interviews) we have focused mostly on
what barriers exist for the deployment of battery storage and the development of EU battery
industry. In this workshop, we have held an open brainstorm in two breakout sessions to identify
actions to be taken to enable a) the deployment of batteries and b) the further development of the
EU battery industry.
4.1

Session on deployment of battery storage

Figure 3: Open session on deployment of batteries

The session focused on actions to remove barriers which are currently limiting or preventing the
deployment of battery storage.
Most of the actions identified related to market and regulatory barriers and not so much to
technology (while in discussions on the main barriers, many barriers related to technology were
identified). Clarifications given for this were that many technological barriers would be solved once
batteries reach the market in larger scale and that the market barriers are currently the more
pressing ones.
It was also formulated as follows: battery storage is currently at the ‘year 0’ and needs to move
from a demonstration phase to a pilot phase and market introduction. Enabling the market is
therefore essential. An important element is to enable a level playing field for batteries and all other
competing flexible technologies.
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A selection of the main categories of actions discussed/raised:
 Creating a level playing field:
o

In comparison with competing alternatives (which are sometimes subsidized)

o

Ensuring energy system costs are reflected in energy prices, as to allow for pricing of
storage

o

Remove double tariffs/taxes on storage

o

Subsidies or incentives are seen as initiators to develop the market through a push,
but not regarded as long term solutions. Any subsidy or incentive should be carefully
and sensibly designed not to hamper other developments or prefer specific
technologies.

o

Scarcity pricing should be introduced in the wholesale market. The Market Design
Initiative/Directive, being designed by end of year, aims to remove caps on wholesale
markets so that real (stronger) market signal are given.

 Market models:
o

Suitable roles and responsibilities

o

What should the ideal system look like for the European grid?

o

Enable flexibility markets

o

Provide examples on successful market models (DSO as an operator of OS, and
interaction, signalling, etc. Regulation is needed to manage this model. But several
models might be needed. In UK there are some examples)

o

Discussions between DSO/TSO’s on data management and monitoring.

 Clarity on definitions/responsibilities and regulation:
o

Providing security and clarity in the market

o

Pan-European agreements on grid codes and technical alignment

o

Clarify the ownership/operation question

o

Communication between TSO/DSO’s should be improved, mismatch of technical
requirements, capabilities.

o

Providing knowledge/information/best practices to different actors.

o

Knowledge on how to design a better tender, alignment needed.

 Promote field tests/pilot projects:
o

Provide success and failure stories to developers through pilots and field tests

o

Test for suitable combinations of technologies and applications

o

Also test different market and business models

o

Move from basic research to research in pilots to ensure tailoring of working
combinations

 R&D efforts should focus on:
o

Reduction of costs

o

Technical alignment of grid codes

o

Practical integration examples

o

Feasible business models

 User acceptance:
o

Field trials of practical examples of technologies and applications. Many technologies
developed, but not scaled up. Fit for purpose is not always there (different kinds of
batteries). Show that storage works.

The full list of sticky notes / actions noted by the stakeholders is available in Annex 2.
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4.2

Session on EU industry position in the value chain

The session focused on actions to strengthen the European battery industry and to remove barriers
that are currently preventing the specific parts of the value chain to play a larger role within the
worldwide competition.
At the beginning of the interactive session challenges were stressed and prioritized:
As the main challenge the missing cell production in Europe was named. Even though there are
several competent Li-ion producers in Europe, large size (million+) battery manufacturers are
currently not existent in Europe. This is seen as great threat for the whole industry and as a strategic
disadvantage as (active) material production, cell production and integration (EV, grid, forklifts,…)
are most effective and cheapest if all those processes take place close to each other. Umicore for
example as a material provider builds the materials plants close to market (e.g. Korea, Japan).
The attending stakeholders saw several reasons for the missing cell production in Europe.


Competition: Large industrial conglomerates (e.g. Korea) produce cells below materials price.
However quality- and safety-wise, European materials/cells are equal to non-EU competitors.
The lower wages are not seen as the reason for lower costs, as only 5% of the total costs are
wages while 70% of the costs account to the materials.



Investment climate: the current investment climate is not beneficiary for a large investment in
Europe



Size of investment: In order to build production capacity 1-7 billion € are needed and a
payback period of 5-6 years is expected. The stakeholders stated that this amount is too high for
one investor alone. Also European companies (such as car manufacturers) have other challenge
to deal with and depths to pay. Therefore an investment of this size is a great challenge and
risk.



Missing proximity to upstream/downstream value chain: only one large material producer
for Li-Ion (Umicore) and little development in industries that could have a cell demand (car
manufacturers). However other stakeholder did not see this as a risk as the largest forklift
manufacturers are based in Europe and grid integrated batteries have a large demand which is
expected to grow further in the future.



Uncertainties: the industry states that it is not clear how much batteries will be needed for
which application and which chemistries in the future.

Further the stakeholders discussed the technology neutrality of subsidies. Some stakeholder
stressed that policy on batteries should remain technology neutral. In their opinion lead-acid is still
an important and constantly improving technology with a growing market potential. They are afraid
that there are too many discussions on Li-ion while Europe is strong in lead-acid for which different
barriers exist. Other stakeholders put another focus on the discussion and stated that the
requirements for subsidies of technologies should be based on what market/application requests - if
that excludes certain technologies this doesn't mean technology neutrality is broken.
The actions to overcome those challenges are listed below.
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Building and strengthening an open industrial network has been raised as one main action.
Stakeholders stressed that networks exist at university level but not so much at industry level. In the
vision of the stakeholders a cluster should function to link different industries (such as chemical
industry to automotive industry) to form a powerful consortium and to define a joint industrial vision
all along the value chain. This industry cluster should then benefit from financial support from the EU.
The group referred to the best practise example of Nevada. In this case the state of Nevada and the
federal government of the US supported the investment of the consortium of Tesla and Panasonic to
build the Gigafactory. The stakeholders could also envision an airbus-like consortium. However in this
case all production capacity should be at one location only.
A focus on beyond Li-Ion technologies and other new, advanced technologies has also been
stressed by the stakeholder group. The first actions would include defining the strengths of European
research and companies in this field, define the demand and accelerate relevant research.
Building a bridge from academic research towards market deployment was indicated as a following
action point. Stakeholders referred to reports by the European Commission that are already dealing
with this challenge in the field of batteries and other key enabling technologies. 1
In order to overcome hurdles related to uncertainties and reluctance, information sharing has been
named as a relevant action towards industry leadership. In order to excite the industry and promote
investment, (Batstorm) projections and more information on market development and demand
should be shared with the industry.
A further action that was named is the stronger focus on recycling. Some stakeholders stressed that
there is already a focus on recycling and Europe has the expertise in this matter but the current feedin is too low to be commercial.
During the session it was raised that a clear statement should be made on which market(s) industry
should focus on. The concern was expressed that we might otherwise aim for a big market (like EVs)
where there is not large profit whereas there are enough niche markets where we still can go big in
Europe.

1

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetailDoc&id=22113&no=2
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Concluding remarks

Several interesting issues and actions were raised in the session of today. We will take these into
account. Any other input on actions or on the projections for deployment are welcomed by the project
team. Towards November another workshop will be organized to detail actions even further and to
continue the discussion on the roadmap.
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Annex 1: Presentation slides
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Annex 2: Brainstorm session sticky notes


Eliminate double charging of energy storage systems



Target/support low levelized cost of storage (LCOS) rather than low E/kwh



Support the use of battery storage systems through subsidies and multimarket access (smart
grid) for peak shaving AND storage.



Incentives for R&D focused on new technologies and alternatives to Li-Ion which may reduce
battery costs



Support/reward end-users investing in storage/self-consumption



If regulated energy policy costs are allocated by means of the electricity bill, the signal for any
end-use solution would not be efficient (Spanish case)



Defining battery storage in terms of production/consumption



Stop levies/taxes/fees etc. on energy derived from batteries



Fix double tariffs



Clarify EU position on ownership of energy storage (position can only be expressed relative to
energy storage application or services)



Ownership question: Commission to provide guidelines on interpretation of 3 rd package law on
separation. Currently different opinions on storage and DSO ownership.



Reality (financial) check is needed to support the roadmap. How much and from who (industry
or/and public money)



Incentives might be needed to kick off the market but they should be sensibly designed



Lack of flexibility markets



Provide government-backed insurance to storage investments



Remove unwarranted barriers in network codes e.g. 30-min FCR provision in system operation
network code. 15 min is enough, 30 min is disadvantage for batteries



Technical regulation (grid codes) should be reviewed to consider existence of any kind of storage
providing services



Ensure an even playing field regardless of technology choices



Adapt the regulatory framework to the existing and emerging technologies



Develop new business model for EV batteries that will provide both mobility and stationary storage
(technical obligations)



What are the main driving forces for deployment of storage



Questions why a definition for storage is needed? What concrete need is there be it in tariffs,
technical codes and legislation?



DSO to provide location guide where storage can be connected (specific as it is demand and
generation)



Support lighthouse projects -> complete integrated networks on all levels (‘Masdar city’) of Europe
for future electricity grid



Development of smart grid, real time services



Develop clear concept for initiating large scale cell production in Europe (NOT only research) to
drive down prices and dependence



All points raised in batstorm chart are relevant (on regulation related challenges). Need for more
field trials (this will lead to more technological advances) and more proof.



All points on market related challenges will only be resolved through relentless trials and success
stories at overcoming difficulties.



Create a market for ancillary services and facilitate aggregation (VRF and storage)



Ensure open access to capital
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Support economies of scale (not sectoral approach). Storage is a cross cutting technology that
supports the consumers empowerment



Need for dynamic pricing (higher value/costs) to integrate triangle of user – DSO/TSO and
batteries



Lack of relevant price signals for storage in distributed grid



Service contracts are typically 3.5 years but BESS last 10-20 year. This is an investment
showstopper



Ensure that procurement of all energy ancillary services is market-based



Oversized storage systems to address power demand



Incentives to create conditions for high volume market



Better assessment of storage value (example: deferred investment in distribution grid thanks to
distributed storage)



Improved interaction on ancillary services between TSO/DSO



Improve/automate pan-European energy and power services platform (technical alignment)



Promote R&D activities focused on extending service and cycle life of electrochemistries



Reduced life time for cyclic applications



The market is divided in many segments with each their own requirements. It will be important to
test and refine the technology developments to aim specifically at the various applications.



Lack of experience is a barrier also for end-use applications. R&D should be focused on testing the
different applications.



We are losing the war on storage and all related value chains to Asia and will lose jobs. What can
Europe do?
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